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opposite: In the dining room, designer Lee Ann Thornton brought in antiqued mirror paneling above the fireplace, adding to the light and glamour of the room. this page: (clockwise 
from top right) Large custom windows from Dynamic Windows and Doors emphasize the connection between indoors and out. The butler’s pantry is a jewel of a space finished with 

blue-lacquered walls and cabinetry, and German silver countertops. In the library, cherry wood lends warmth; nautical influence is seen in the bowed ceiling beams and on the fireplace 
mantel where wood detail resembles the keel of a boat. The home gym has the latest equipment. 

   W
hen the owners of a teardown in Southport asked architect 
Mark Finlay to design a new home for their property on 
historic Sasco Hill Road, he knew immediately what direc-

tion to take. “We wanted to design a building that was contextual, that 
fit right into the neighborhood, and looked like it had been there for-
ever,” he says. To achieve his vision for the nearly 10,000-square foot 
home, he conceived a modern take on a classic center hall Colonial. 
Intricate Federal detailing enlivens the monochromatic façade of the 
main part of the house, with its overscale windows and casings, while 
the two wings—with smaller, shuttered windows and fewer details—
are more Colonial Revival in feel. A wide entry foyer leads straight 

back to the family room, where floor-to-ceiling windows overlook the 
backyard, and an open staircase adds an unexpected, dressy touch. 
The second floor features four bedroom suites, including a master 
bedroom and balcony. An outdoor dining area serves as an extension 
of the family room, while a mudroom and storage area feed into the 
kitchen from the garage. To help maximize the 1.6-acre setting, Finlay 
sited the house fairly close to the road, and built the red timber-frame 
pool house in the back corner. “It complements the house and gives 
the yard a totally different feel,” he says. “The owners are very casual 
and cool and entertain a lot, and the yard is always busy with kids 
and dogs and swimming and games.” —JM
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MARK P. FINLAY ARCHITECTS

c o o l  c o l o n i a l

For this modern take on a classic center hall Colonial, 
architect Mark Finlay designed overscale windows and 
casings to make the main part of the house appear smaller. 
An outdoor dining area extends off the family room. “In the 
old days, Colonial homes didn’t open to the yard,” he says.  
A red timbered barn is part pool house and part party  
house, complete with a stone fireplace. 
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